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ABSTRACT
The concern with child well-being is not a new phenomenon, although recent years have brought a growing academic and 
political interest in it. Throughout the 20th century, states and experts have tried to promote child well-being through preventive 
and corrective actions, namely education for parenthood, which was based on the assumption that family was crucial for child’s 
welfare. Drawing on the idea that child well-being is a concept shaped by the values, ideologies and theories of  childhood 
and is likely to vary across time, we examine how the concept of  child well-being has been constructed in parenting advice 
in the second half  of  the 20th century, a period of  profound societal transformations. In order to understand the impact of  
those transformations in the concept of  child well-being we opted for the analysis of  two distinct periods: post II World War, 
characterized by an emphasis on social solidarity, and at the turn of  the 21st century, when the emphasis is on the individual. Based 
on the analysis of  two Portuguese parenting magazines: a) we illustrate how child well-being has been defined and understood in 
relation to psychological/emotional development; physical health and safety; and cognitive development; b) how those views of  
child well-being are incorporated in parenting advice. We conclude by highlighting the changes and the continuities between the 
two periods with regard to the concept of  child well-being, and reflecting on their influence in parenting advice, specifically in the 
role attributed to parents in promoting child well-being.
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ABSTRACT
This communication focuses on the characteristics of  the leader which promotes well-being extracted from a study conducted in 
the five-star hospitality in the Algarve.
Leadership is viewed “as a phenomenon of  cross social influence to human organizations particularly felt at the level of  followers” 
(Messias, F.B., 2014, p. 89) and the leadership which promotes well-being, fitting in positive behaviors and, theoretically, in 
democratic leadership styles and oriented to followers, allows to facilitate the organizational work and to promote well-being 
among the employees.
The well-being is presented in the literature as a multidimensional construct (Warr, 2003, 2007), covering different approaches 
depending on the areas of  study (SWB, PWB, WAW), emphasizing in this case, particularly the WAW inseparably approach 
connected to PWB and SWB.
The employment relationship of  leadership that is established between certain  supervisor and employee at work influences the 
quality of  their relations and particularly affects the employee`s well-being. Hence the perception that employees have from their 
direct supervisors becomes relevant at the organizational level. A positive perception reinforces the employment relationship 
(Gilbreath & Benson, 2004) and a negative perception deteriorates the employment relationship (Kelloway, Sivanathan, Francis 
& Barling, 2005).
The study identified the behaviors of  the leader which promotes well-being, comprising leadership which promotes well-being 
as “an interpersonal process, of  relational transparency and organizational influence, oriented to the organizational performance 
focused on the self-development of  employees” (Messias, F.B., 2014, p. 271).
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